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Abstract: This note describes how to incorporate sub-national poverty lines into a SOUTHMOD
country model using conditional constants within the constants function in such a way that the
Statistics Presenter can generate national-level poverty statistics. The Uganda tax-benefit
microsimulation model UGAMOD is used as an example.
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Background

In some countries, for example Uganda, Mozambique, and Indonesia, official poverty lines are
designated at sub-national rather than national level. This may be by region, province, or some
other geographical area. However, for Statistics Presenter to work correctly with the
SOUTHMOD country models, only one poverty line variable (spl) and its post fiscal equivalent
(splpf) can be included in the output file if the poverty headcount and poverty gap measures are to
be correctly calculated.
One way of achieving this is to construct some kind of weighted average poverty line for the whole
country. This was the initial approach in Uganda for UGAMOD and is currently the approach
used in Mozambique for MOZMOD. Another approach would be to use a complex BenCalc
function with multiple conditions to output the appropriate poverty line as the output variable.
However, a more elegant solution is to use conditional constants within the constants function—
DefConst—which is a function that exists within the EUROMOD software that is used by the
SOUTHMOD country models. Within this function, constants can be set to different values
dependent on certain conditions being fulfilled. So, the conditional constants will allow the poverty
line constant to vary depending on the province or region where a particular individual/household
resides.
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Implementing conditional constants in UGAMOD’s poverty policy

Using UGAMOD as a case study, the rest of this note describes the step-by-step implementation
of the constants function—DefConst—for the regional level poverty lines in Uganda.
The conditional constants can be inserted in the generic constant policy if this is present in your
model. However, it is probably better to insert a DefConst function as the first function in the
poverty policy itself, and this is the approach taken here.
Step 1
Introduce the DefConst function as the first function in the poverty policy spl_ug. This is achieved
by right-clicking the previous first function (in this case DefVar) and selecting Add Function
Before/System Functions/DefConst as per the screenshot below:
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Screenshot 1.1

Step 2
Right click on the newly introduced DefConst function and select Show Add Parameter Form as per
the screenshot below:
Screenshot 2.1
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This reveals the Add Parameters form:
Screenshot 2.2

Step 3
In the Add Parameters form relevant to the DefConst function, the parameter Condition appears above
the parameter [Placeholder]. Selecting the Condition parameter will allow the setting of the Condition
for the constant. The [Placeholder] parameter is used to specify the constant for the poverty line. As
there are two poverty lines relevant to each Condition, it is important to add the Condition parameter
and two counts of the [Placeholder] parameter as shown in the screenshot above. Press the Add
button and then the Close button.
The screenshot below shows the parameters as they will appear:
Screenshot 3.1
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Step 4
Next, the function should be switched on; and then the Condition parameter needs to be set to the
relevant condition. In the case of the regional poverty lines in Uganda, there are eight regions
designated by the input variable drgn5. The Ugandan regions are numbered as follows:
Table 1: Regions in Uganda
Region Number
10
11
20
21
30
31
40
41

Region name
Central rural
Central urban
East rural
East urban
North rural
North urban
West rural
West urban

Source: UGAMOD version 1.4.

Accordingly, for the first region’s poverty lines—Central rural—the condition will be drgn5 = 10.
The two placeholders should then be set for the poverty line constant and the post fiscal income
poverty line constant applicable to that particular region (in the form of monthly amounts). These
have been named $basic_needs_pov_line and $indirect_basic_povline, respectively, and the values set
accordingly. NB: if there are additional poverty lines, such as food poverty lines and the post fiscal
income equivalents, these should also be added at this point. See screenshot below:
Screenshot 4.1

The Grp/No column is very important. As will have been observed, the condition parameter and
the first placeholder were allocated to group 1 by default, but the second placeholder was
automatically allocated to group 2 (see Screenshot 3.1). However, all placeholders relevant to the
condition parameter need to be allocated the same group number as the condition and, if
necessary, this should be undertaken manually (as in Screenshot 4.1), as the Add Parameter Form
may not make the requisite allocation.
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Step 5
Step 4 should be repeated for each condition to achieve a complete list of conditional constants.
See the screenshot below for the finished function in UGAMOD:
Screenshot 5.1

NB: it is possible to add all the eight condition parameters and 16 placeholders with one visit to
the Add Parameters form. However, it will then be necessary to group the conditions and parameters
manually and allocate them appropriate group numbers as above.
For completeness the following screenshot shows the full spl_ug policy in UGAMOD:
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Screenshot 5.2

Statistics Presenter will now calculate the poverty headcount and poverty gap measures correctly
and will generate national level results.
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